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Abstract

Feline tooth resorption is a common and painful condition affecting many middle-aged and older cats. Though many theories exist on the cause of this condition, no etiology has yet been determined. It is likely that multiple factors are involved in the development and progression of tooth resorption including cytokines, growth factors, and plasma and crevicular fluid levels of key electrolytes, tissue pH, and activators of osteoclasts. This study examined 40 client-owned cats for the presence of tooth resorption. Serum levels of calcium, phosphorous, and magnesium were measured as well as the pH of oral tissues. Results did not demonstrate an association between electrolyte levels or pH and the presence of resorptive lesions. The overall prevalence of tooth resorption was lower than that of most previously published studies.
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Introduction

Feline tooth resorption (formerly known as Feline Odontoclastic Resorptive Lesions) affects between 28.5 and 67 percent of middle aged domestic cats [1,2] . This common disease process of the tooth substance causes extreme discomfort for the cat, resulting in vocalization and dropping of food, especially as the pulp is exposed by progression of the disease.

The etiology of the inciting causes and the factors contributing to the progression of tooth resorption (TR) have not been determined although many theories regarding causation exist. Over the past five decades, the incidence of TR has increased, and it has been speculated that this increase may be associated with aspects of domestication such as diet, vaccinations, and environment [3]. Experts agree that osteoclasts are the primary cell involved in the degradation of tooth substance resulting in resorptive lesions [4].

Whereas some TR can be identified on gross oral examination, many additional lesions can be detected utilizing intra-oral radiology. In a study by [5] a rapid screening test for overall tooth resorption using two radiographic views (bilateral mandibular premolars and molars) correctly predicted the overall presence or absence of TR in 93.4 percent of the animals studied [5].

In addition to TR, a variety of other musculo-skeletal diseases (hypervitaminosis A, nutritional and secondary hyperparathyroïdism, arthritis, neoplasia and non-union fractures) involving increased bone resorption by osteoclasts affect aging cats [6]. Currently, there is little information available concerning the biology of osteoclasts in the feline [4].

In a recent study, evaluation of grossly normal teeth from cats with resorptive lesions in other areas of the mouth revealed degeneration of the periodontal ligament(PDL) and narrowing of the PDL space, hyperemia, edema, hyperostoidosis, as well as areas of ankylosis, supporting the theory that early TR is a non-inflammatory replacement resorption that occurs independent of periodontal disease [1]. In humans, external root resorption is classified as surface, replacement, or inflammatory with surface resorption being self-limiting and replacement resorption resulting in ankylosis of the tooth, a complication commonly associated with the reimplantation of teeth [1]. All cats suffer from some degree of surface cementum resorption; however, areas of TR develop in cats when these so-called “normal” lesions fail to heal. Cats that do not develop lesions may have more effective healing. It has been speculated that a cat’s healing ability may decline with age, making it inversely proportional to its chances of developing TR.

A better understanding of this perceived impairment of healing ability in the teeth of older cats may provide the key to understanding the cause of feline tooth resorption. Calcium, phosphorous and magnesium are key ingredients in the composition of teeth. Their bioavailability is important in the maintenance and repair of resorptive lesions. Resorption and repair are cyclic in nature. Deficiencies in serum electrolytes such as calcium, phosphorous, and magnesium may perhaps contribute to the inability of some cats to shift the resorption/repair cycle towards repair. Influence from other chemical mediators in the body such as cytokines, hormones, and inflammatory mediators may also be significant.

In this study, we measured the plasma concentrations of three electrolytes, calcium, phosphorous and magnesium, in 40 middle-aged, client-owned cats and also examined the cats for the presence of tooth resorption.

Materials and Methods

Forty client-owned cats, between the ages of 4 and 8 years, were presented to the Mississippi State College of Veterinary Medicine...
Results

Six of the 40 cats (15%) showed evidence of tooth resorption, based on oral probing, radiographs or both. There were an equal number of male and female cats with TR and older cats were more likely to be affected. (The average age of cats in the study was 5.5 yr and the average age of cats with TR was 6.7yr). One cat with TR was reportedly 4 years of age, one was 5 years and the others were 7 years or greater.

Owners reported that all cats were either strictly indoors or indoor/outdoor cats and all received dry kibble as their primary diet. One cat with TR also received occasional canned food and one cat without TR received boiled chicken.

There were no significant differences in oral pH measurements or periodontal index measurements (plaque, calculus, or gingival) between cats with and without TR.

Plasma calcium and magnesium levels were the same in cats with and without TR. Cats with TR were shown to have lower plasma phosphorous levels than cats without TR though the differences were not statistically significant.

Discussion

A 15% prevalence of tooth resorption in this study is lower than that reported in other similar studies. Many studies have relied on gross evaluation of the oral cavity, periodontal grading, and intra-oral radiographs similar to the measurements performed in this study. Other studies have incorporated more advanced imaging and histological evaluation of tissues which may increase the likelihood of identifying early lesions. The lack of gender predilection as well as the higher incidence of TR in older cats is consistent with previous findings.

Calcium, phosphorous and magnesium are important elements in the maintenance of normal tooth structure. Many alterations in bioavailability of these substances occur between the bloodstream and the tooth itself. Additionally, influence from other chemical mediators in the body such as cytokines, hormones, and inflammatory mediators may alter the action of these substances. Levels of calcium, phosphorous and magnesium in feline saliva as well as gingival crevicular fluid may provide a better indication of the relationship between these elements and the presence or absence of TR in the feline. More advanced methods of detection of tooth resorption may also yield different results and should be considered in future studies. Additional measurements of other biochemical markers may also aid in elucidating the cause of both early lesions and the perpetuating factors that lead to advanced resorptive lesions.

Collection and measurement of saliva and gingival crevicular fluid in the feline are difficult due to the small sampling size. If sufficient samples can be collected, the measurement of electrolytes, cytokines, inflammatory mediators, etc in these fluids may reflect a link between oral fluid components and the presence or absence of tooth resorption.
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